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THE STORY: Growing up in an impoverished family
in the Bronx, Moss Hart dreamed of being part of the
glamorous world of the theatre. Forced to drop out of
school at age thirteen, Hart’s famous memoir Act
One is a classic Hortatio Alger story that plots Hart’s
unlikely collaboration with the legendary playwright
George S. Kaufman. Tony Award-winning writer and
director James Lapine has adapted Act One for the
stage, creating a funny, heartbreaking, and
suspenseful play that celebrates the making of a
playwright and his play Once in a Lifetime. ACT ONE
offers great fun to a director to utilize over fifty roles,
which can be played by a cast as few as twelve, and
in a production that can be done as simply or
elaborately as desired.
THE STORY: AFTER ASHLEY is a blisteringly funny
and deeply affecting story about a teenage boy
navigating the joys and terrors of life—all through the
distorting prism of a media firestorm. When a family
tragedy deals the Hammond family a dose of
dubious celebrity, Justin finds himself paralyzed,
unable to fully grieve or grow up. The only bright
spot is a girl, only Justin can't decide if she's a
saving angel or a self-interested groupie. In a world
as weird as this one, she might just be both.
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Hotel Gwales is the eagerly anticipated new
collection from award winning poet Nigel Jenkins. It
is as diverse as it is rousing, featuring some eighty
poems varying in length from a three-line Haiku to an
extended meditation of nearly 400 lines. Welsh
themes and references, ancient and modern, are
interspersed with works of an undeniably
international flavour to bring together this exceptional
collection. From a poem commerating the execution
of a man known as the Welsh 'Braveheart' to an
elegy for a Welsh bus driver, Hotel Gwales truly has
something for everyone. Hotel Gwales offers Nigel
Jenkins's distinctive voice at its best in his first
collection of poetry in almost four years. Nigel is well
known both in Wales and internationally and is a
frequent performer of his work. He has previously
undertaken reading tours of countries including the
USA and Switzerland. His trademark
experimentation with form and ability to engage with
his subject is at its finest.
For the kings and queens of England, a trumpet
fanfare or crash of cymbals could be as vital a
weapon as a cannon. Showcasing a monarch’s
power, prestige and taste, music has been the
lifeblood of many a royal dynasty. From sacred
choral works to soaring symphonies, Music and
Monarchy looks at how England’s character was
shaped by its music. To David Starkey and Katie
Greening, works like Handel’s Water Music and
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Tallis’s Mass for Four Voices were more than
entertainment – they were pieces signalling political
intent, wealth and ambition. Starkey and Greening
examine England’s most iconic musical works to
demonstrate how political power has been a part of
musical composition for centuries. Many of our
current musical motifs of nationhood, whether it’s
the Last Night of the Proms or football terraces
erupting in song, have their origins in the way the
crown has shaped the national soundtrack.
Published to coincide with a major BBC series,
Music and Monarchy is not a book about music. It is
a history of England written in music, from our
leading royal historian.
During an unfortunate mishap, young Awâsis loses
Kôhkum’s freshly baked world-famous bannock. Not
knowing what to do, Awâsis seeks out a variety of
other-than-human relatives willing to help. What
adventures are in store for Awâsis?
In an age of skepticism and disenchantment, people
long for something that satisfies our mind's search
for truth and our heart's desire for beauty and
meaning. Stand Firm: Apologetics and the Brilliance
of the Gospel argues that the gospel satisfies both of
these needs. It is true and rational, but it is also
inherently attractive and provides meaning and
purpose. In short, the gospel is brilliant. It is brilliant,
in one sense, because of the broad variety of
evidences for its truth. But it is also brilliant given its
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beauty, goodness and the meaningful life it offers.
The book provides up to date responses to
questions about the existence of God, the reliability
of the Bible, Jesus and the resurrection, and the
problem of evil. It also treats unique topics such as
understanding truth, knowledge and faith, the claims
of alternate faiths, religious disagreement, etc. Each
chapter attempts to connect these considerations
with the gospel so that we may stand firm in our
faith.
America urgently needs a new direction. But who will
provide it? The time has come to move the country
forward with a clear agenda based on common
sense for the common good. THERE IS A BETTER
WAY. Make no mistake: Congressmen Eric Cantor,
Paul Ryan, and Kevin McCarthy are proud
Republicans. But they believe the party had lost
sight of the ideals it believes in, like economic
freedom, limited government, the sanctity of life, and
putting families first. This isn’t your grandfather’s
Republican party. These Young Guns of the House
GOP—Cantor (the leader), Ryan (the thinker), and
McCarthy (the strategist)—are ready to take their
belief in the principles that have made America great
and translate it into solutions that will make the
future even better, solutions that will create private
sector jobs, maximize individual freedom, and
establish a better world for our children. This
groundbreaking book is a call to action that sets forth
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a plan for growth, opportunity, and commitment that
will propel this country to prosperity once again.
Together, the Young Guns are changing the face of
the Republican party and giving us a new road map
back to the American dream.
“The best new book on al Qaeda . . . and the best
book on Yemen in years.”—Bruce Riedel, Daily Beast
Far from the battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan, the
United States and al-Qaeda are fighting a
clandestine war of drones and suicide bombers in an
unforgiving corner of Arabia. The Last Refuge charts
the rise, fall, and resurrection of al-Qaeda in Yemen
over the last thirty years, detailing how a group that
the United States once defeated has now become
one of the world’s most dangerous threats. An
expert on Yemen who has spent years on the
ground there, Gregory D. Johnsen uses al-Qaeda’s
Arabic battle notes to reconstruct their world as they
take aim at the United States and its allies. Johnsen
brings readers in-side al-Qaeda’s training camps
and safe houses as the terrorists plot poison attacks
and debate how to bring down an airliner on
Christmas Day. The Last Refuge is an eye-opening
look at the successes and failures of fighting a new
type of war in one of the most turbulent countries in
the world.
In August 1972, Newsweek proclaimed that “the
person in Washington who has done the most for the
women’s movement may be Richard Nixon.” Today,
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opinions of the Nixon administration are strongly
colored by foreign policy successes and the
Watergate debacle. Its accomplishments in
advancing the role of women in government have
been largely forgotten. Based on the “A Few Good
Women” oral history project at the Penn State
University Libraries, A Matter of Simple Justice
illuminates the administration’s groundbreaking
efforts to expand the role of women—and the longterm consequences for women in the American
workplace. At the forefront of these efforts was
Barbara Hackman Franklin, a staff assistant to the
president who was hired to recruit more women into
the upper levels of the federal government. Franklin,
at the direction of President Nixon, White House
counselor Robert Finch, and personnel director Fred
Malek, became the administration’s de facto
spokesperson on women’s issues. She helped bring
more than one hundred women into executive
positions in the government and created a talent
bank of more than a thousand names of qualified
women. The Nixon administration expanded the
numbers of women on presidential commissions and
boards, changed civil service rules to open
thousands more federal jobs to women, and
expanded enforcement of antidiscrimination laws to
include gender discrimination. Also during this time,
Congress approved the Equal Rights Amendment
and Nixon signed Title IX of the Education
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Amendments into law. Featuring a new forward by
Sara Eisen, this updated edition of A Matter of
Simple Justice celebrates the 100th anniversary of
women’s suffrage in the United States through the
story of Barbara Hackman Franklin and those “few
good women” and shows how the advances that
were made in this time by a Republican presidency
both reflected the national debate over the role of
women in society and took major steps toward
equality in the workplace for women.
Music by Bob Johnston and Nancy White Book by
Jeff Hochhauser Lyrics by Nancy White, Bob
Johnston and Jeff Hochhauser Based on the novels
Anne of Avonlea and Anne of the Island by L.M.
Montgomery Based on the sequel novels to Anne of
Green Gables, this new Canadian musical continues
the story of Anne Shirley's life. Set in the village of
Avonlea and at Redmond College in Halifax, Anne
and Gilbert follows Anne's journey to young
adulthood and her romance with high school
academic rival, Gilbert Blythe. Gilbert is in love with
Anne, but she seems to be immune to his
declarations of love. In the end, Anne realizes what
everyone else already knows: that Gilbert is the love
of her life. "Anne and Gilbert is a marvel." - The
Toronto Star "When the curtain fell, I was
disappointed to see it all end." - Variety "It is funny,
charming, and musically and visually sensational.
Writers, Jeff Hochauser, Nancy White, and Bob
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Johnstone...have succeeded in grand fashion.
Refreshingly modern, Anne & Gilbert is magically
artistic, and oh so romantic " - The Buzz
"Heartwarming, tear-inducing, thoroughly satisfying"
- The Halifax Chronicle Herald
This collection of essays highlights innovative work
in the emerging field of media archaeology. It
explores the relationship between theory and
practice and the relationship between media
archaeology and other disciplines. There are three
sections to the collection proposing new possible
fields of research for media studies: Media
Archaeological Theory; Experimental Media
Archaeology; Media Archaeology at the Interface.
The book includes essays from acknowledged
experts in this expanding field, such as Thomas
Elsaesser, Wanda Strauven and Jussi Parikka.
The chapters presented in this International
Volcanological Special Issue consider the
characteristic features of a single volcano and/or a
number of volcanoes worldwide (Jos and Biu
Plateau volcanic provinces, Nigeria; Kachchh Rift
Zone, Gujarat, India; Guamsan Caldera,
Cheongsong, Korea; Somma-Vesuvius volcano,
Napoli, Italy) in terms of future volcanic activity. The
technical methods used are wide, innovative, as well
as classic and reflect the knowledge presented in
each chapter. The last chapter, however, deals with
a new conceptual and methodological approach for
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the evaluation of volcanic risk. All these volcanoes
(except Somma-Vesuvius volcano) are poorly
studied so they deserve more attention, which is the
goal of this volcanological book. Further studies are
welcome to deepen the knowledge of each of the
volcanoes presented.
Why are so many contemporary comics and graphic
narratives written as memoirs or documentaries of
traumatic events? Is there a specific relationship
between the comics form and the documentation
and reportage of trauma? How do the interpretive
demands made on comics readers shape their
relationships with traumatic events? And how does
comics’ documentation of traumatic pasts operate
across national borders and in different cultural,
political, and politicised contexts? The sixteen
chapters and three comics included in Documenting
Trauma in Comics set out to answer exactly these
questions. Drawing on a range of historically and
geographically expansive examples, the contributors
bring their different perspectives to bear on the
tangled and often fraught intersections between
trauma studies, comics studies, and theories of
documentary practices and processes. The result is
a collection that shows how comics is not simply
related to trauma, but a generative force that has
become central to its remembrance, documentation,
and study.
A broad and accessible introduction to national and
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transnational media Transnational Media: Concepts
and Cases provides a clear and engaging overview
of media communication from a global and a regionbased perspective. Rather than focusing on just
complex theories and industry-specific analyses, this
unique book offers an inclusive, comparative
approach to both journalism and entertainment
media—introducing readers to the essential concepts,
systems, transnational influences, and power
dynamics that shape global media flow. Broad
coverage of different media forms from Asia, Africa,
the Americas, Europe, and Oceania offers countrybased and transnational perspectives while
highlighting examples of media trends in television,
radio, film, journalism, social media, music, and
others. Promoting a balanced, multipolar exploration
of transnational media, this innovative book
discusses topics such as media concentration, the
cultural, political, and economic impact of media, and
the primary centers of new and traditional media
activities. Chapters organized by geographic region
offer instructive pedagogical features—including case
studies and essays, and illustrations, maps and
charts—that strengthen understanding of distinctive
and emerging practices in the production,
distribution, and consumption of media products.
Explores a wide range of global media topics,
infrastructures, cultures, and political-economic
climates Written in an engaging, relatable, and easy
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to understand style Covers major aspects of
journalism and various forms of entertainment media
Organized by regions of the world to reflect a global
perspective Includes newly-written case studies by
international scholars from each region Designed for
undergraduate and graduate courses in comparative
media analysis, international media and
communication, and related areas of study,
Transnational Media: Concepts and Cases is an
indispensable resource for colleges and universities
that are internationalizing their curriculum to meet
the needs of an increasing globalized world.
The Trouser People is an offbeat, thrilling and
unforgettable journey through Britain's lost heritage and
a powerful expose of Burma s modern tragedy.
A prequel to the award-winning Red: A Haida Manga,
combining the expressive style of Korean manhwa with
classical Haida art and legend.
THE STORY: Creator of HBO's Emmy Award-winning
Six Feet Under and the Academy Award-winning
screenwriter of American Beauty , Alan Ball's ALL THAT
I WILL EVER BE is a darkly funny tale of cultural
provocation and our eternal search for
Take a look at this cute Christmas Journal. Christmas is
a very special time of year, when family and friends get
together and share memories and time together. This
fantastic notebook is especially made for you to record
and treasure those times. It is filled with blank lined
pages for you to record your thoughts, feelings and
memories of those special Christmas days - from
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Christmas parties you attend to family gatherings to
share the seasonal festivities. You can record the best
seasonal dishes and desserts of the year - and include
recipes. You can record the presents you received and
from whom. You can record your feelings when your
husband presented you with a new mop for Christmas.
You can use this journal as a guest sign-in book for your
Christmas party. You can record new and past family
Christmas traditions. There are any number of useful
things you could use this book for. Each page has a cute
Gnome header at the top to go along with the Christmas
theme This book is a convenient size (6" x 9") so you
can take it with you anywhere to have handy when you
wish to write in it - great to throw in a briefcase bag or
backpack. It would make a great gift also for someone
you love as a Christmas present - or consider filling it up
with special memories and then gifting it to someone.
They will love remembering those special times together.
Great for giving as a Christmas present too! Scroll up to
get this great Merry Christmas Journal now.
As Hollywood shifts towards the digital era, the role of
the media franchise has become more prominent. This
edited collection, from a range of international scholars,
argues that the franchise is now an integral element of
American media culture. As such, the collection explores
the production, distribution and marketing of franchises
as a historical form of media-making - analysing the
complex industrial practice of managing franchises
across interconnected online platforms. Examining how
traditional media incumbents like studios and networks
have responded to the rise of new entrants from the
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technology sector (such as Facebook, Apple, Amazon,
Netflix and Google), the authors take a critical look at the
way new and old industrial logics collide in an
increasingly fragmented and consolidated mediascape.
The best way to get fresh, tasty ingredients is to grow
your own. Italians have known this for centuries, and no
Italian house, apartment, school or office is complete
unless it has a little bit of space in which to grow
tomatoes, herbs, salad leaves and whatever else can be
crammed in. From Seed to Platecovers that very Italian
tradition of growing to cook, using recipes handed down
from cook to cook, often through generations. Paolo
Arrigo shares his family's practical traditions and
'passione' for food, guiding readers on the best varieties
to grow, offering growing tips and explaining how all the
resulting delicious produce should be best prepared,
cooked and preserved. Including recipes from Paolo's
own family, delicatessens, favourite restaurants and
chefs such as Georgio Locatelli,Antony
WorrallThompson, Rose Prince, Hugh Fearnley
Whittingstall and many more, this is a book that
persuades us to look at food in a different way - the
Italian way.
Clinical psychologist and author of The Defining Decade,
Meg Jay takes us into the world of the supernormal:
those who soar to unexpected heights after childhood
adversity. Whether it is the loss of a parent to death or
divorce; bullying; alcoholism or drug abuse in the home;
mental illness in a parent or a sibling; neglect; emotional,
physical or sexual abuse; having a parent in jail; or
growing up alongside domestic violence, nearly 75% of
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us experience adversity by the age of 20. But these
experiences are often kept secret, as are our
courageous battles to overcome them. Drawing on
nearly two decades of work with clients and students,
Jay tells the tale of ordinary people made extraordinary
by these all-too-common experiences, everyday
superheroes who have made a life out of dodging bullets
and leaping over obstacles, even as they hide in plain
sight as doctors, artists, entrepreneurs, lawyers, parents,
activists, teachers, students and readers. She gives a
voice to the supernormals among us as they reveal not
only "How do they do it?" but also "How does it feel?"
These powerful stories, and those of public figures from
Andre Agassi to Jay Z, will show supernormals they are
not alone but are, in fact, in good company. Marvelously
researched and compassionately written, this
exceptional book narrates the continuing saga that is
resilience as it challenges us to consider whether -- and
how -- the good wins out in the end.
I'm older now. I'm stronger. How do you know I haven't sorted
out some natural equilibrium all on my own? Maybe we
should try it, just for a bit. Diagnosed with a severe mental
illness as a child, Anna was prescribed a cocktail of pills. Now
a young adult, she's wondering how life might feel without
them. But as she tries to move beyond the labels that have
defined her, her mother feels compelled to intervene threatening the fragile balance they have both fought so hard
to maintain. Winner of a Judges Award at the 2015
Bruntwood Prize for Playwriting, Kendall Feaver's The
Almighty Sometimespremiered at the Royal Exchange,
Manchester, in February 2018.
In four new novellas, Christina Henry returns to the world of
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Alice and Red Queen, where magic runs as freely as secrets
and blood. Lovely Creature In the New City lives a girl with a
secret: Elizabeth can do magic. But someone knows her
secret--someone who has a secret of his own. That secret is
a butterfly that lives in a jar, a butterfly that was supposed to
be gone forever, a butterfly that used to be called the
Jabberwock... Girl in Amber Alice and Hatcher are just
looking for a place to rest. Alice has been dreaming of a
cottage by a lake and a field of wildflowers, but while walking
blind in a snowstorm she stumbles into a house that only
seems empty and abandoned... When I First Came to Town
Hatcher wasn't always Hatcher. Once, he was a boy called
Nicholas, and Nicholas fancied himself the best fighter in the
Old City. No matter who fought him he always won. Then his
boss tells him he's going to battle the fearsome Grinder, a
man who never leaves his opponents alive... The Mercy Seat
There is a place hidden in the mountains, where all the
people hate and fear magic and Magicians. It is the Village of
the Pure, and though Alice and Hatcher would do anything to
avoid it, it lies directly in their path...
A beautiful lost classic of nature writing which sits alongside
Tarka the Otter, Watership Down, War Horse and The Story
of a Red Deer This is the story of Wulfgar, the dark-furred fox
of Dartmoor, and of his nemesis, Scoble the trapper, in the
seasons leading up to the pitiless winter of 1947. As
breathtaking in its descriptions of the natural world as it is
perceptive its portrayal of damaged humanity, it is both a
portrait of place and a gripping story of survival. Uniquely
straddling the worlds of animals and men, Brian Carter's A
Black Fox Running is a masterpiece: lyrical, unforgiving and
unforgettable.
A group of friends reunite after one of them has returned from
a mysterious two-year disappearance in this edgy and
haunting debut. Julie is missing, and no one believes she will
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ever return—except Elise. Elise knows Julie better than
anyone, and feels it in her bones that her best friend is out
there and that one day Julie will come back. She’s right. Two
years to the day that Julie went missing, she reappears with
no memory of where she’s been or what happened to her.
Along with Molly and Mae, their two close friends from
college, the women decide to reunite at a remote inn. But the
second Elise sees Julie, she knows something is
wrong—she’s emaciated, with sallow skin and odd appetites.
And as the weekend unfurls, it becomes impossible to deny
that the Julie who vanished two years ago is not the same
Julie who came back. But then who—or what—is she?
College Head Tennis Coach, Adrian Gonzales, details eight
ways to stay mentally tough on the tennis court. Learn HowTo: Better Focus. Overcome Difficult Emotions. Understand
Yourself and Your Opponent. Win More Matches. Enjoy
Tennis More.
"A breathtakingly beautiful supermodel disappears from a
swimsuit photo shoot at the most glamorous hotel in Hawaii.
Only hours after she goes missing, Kim McDaniels' parents
receive a terrifying phone call. Fearing the worst, they board
the first flight to Maui and begin the hunt for their daughter.
Ex-cop Ben Hawkins, now a reporter for the LA Times, gets
the McDaniels assignment. The ineptitude of the local police
force defies belief - Ben has to start his own investigation for
Kim McDaniels to have a prayer. And for Ben to have the
story of his life. All the while, the killer sets the stage for his
next production. His audience expects the best - and they
wonâ€™t be disappointed. Swimsuit is a heart-pounding story
of fear and desire, transporting you to a place where beauty
and murder collide and unspeakable horrors are hidden within
paradise."
The adventures and pranks of a mischievous boy growing up
in a Mississippi River town on the early nineteenth century.
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GRATITUDE JOURNAL & PRODUCTIVITY PLANNER
(2 IN 1) BOOK Offer A Thoughtful Gift! Surprise your
loved ones with a special gift! Thrill a college student or
school pupil at the beginning of the school year, spoil
your sweetheart with a motivational gift at Christmas, or
surprise your best friend with an original birthday gift.
HOW TO USE Each daily entry consists of two parts:
Giving gratitude Tasks to be completed Gratitude
Gratitude is such a powerful emotion. Being grateful can
make your life better in so many ways. It's rather difficult
to feel depressed or sorry for yourself when you are
feeling gratitude. So why write? When you write down
what are you grateful for, you not only count your
blessings, you also affirm that thought inside you. Write
down at least 3 things are you grateful for in each entry.
It can be anything from your spouse, the air you are
breathing, or even just how lucky you are to be on Earth!
Task Planner (Ivy Lee Method For Productivity) This is
the second part of the daily entry. - Write out a list of five
to six important tasks that need to be completed during
the day. You can write down less than this number, but
no more than six items. - After writing out the five or six
items of most importance, rearrange them or mark them
in order of how truly important they are. - You begin by
completing the task of most importance and refuse to
move onto any other item until that one is completed. Once the first task is done, you continue to move down
the prioritized list. - If at the end of the day, you find you
have any items that you were unable to complete, the
move them onto the list for the following day. Continue to
make these lists at the end of each workday, so that they
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are ready for you at the beginning of the following day.
Hired by a woman who believes that the shooting of her
Atlanta businessman friend was planned by his nephew,
defense lawyer Derek Mitchell comes to realize that the
nephew is a psychotic movie buff who enjoys acting out
favorite violent film plots.
In this exciting interdisciplinary collection, scholars,
activists, and media producers explore the emergence of
Indigenous media: forms of media expression
conceptualized, produced, and created by Indigenous
peoples around the globe. Whether discussing Maori
cinema in New Zealand or activist community radio in
Colombia, the contributors describe how native peoples
use both traditional and new media to combat
discrimination, advocate for resources and rights, and
preserve their cultures, languages, and aesthetic
traditions. By representing themselves in a variety of
media, Indigenous peoples are also challenging
misleading mainstream and official state narratives,
forging international solidarity movements, and bringing
human rights violations to international attention. Global
Indigenous Media addresses Indigenous selfrepresentation across many media forms, including
feature film, documentary, animation, video art, television
and radio, the Internet, digital archiving, and journalism.
The volume’s sixteen essays reflect the dynamism of
Indigenous media-making around the world. One
contributor examines animated films for children
produced by Indigenous-owned companies in the United
States and Canada. Another explains how Indigenous
media producers in Burma (Myanmar) work with NGOs
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and outsiders against the country’s brutal regime. Still
another considers how the Ticuna Indians of Brazil are
positioning themselves in relation to the international
community as they collaborate in creating a CD-ROM
about Ticuna knowledge and rituals. In the volume’s
closing essay, Faye Ginsburg points out some of the
problematic assumptions about globalization, media, and
culture underlying the term “digital age” and claims that
the age has arrived. Together the essays reveal the
crucial role of Indigenous media in contemporary media
at every level: local, regional, national, and international.
Contributors: Lisa Brooten, Kathleen Buddle, Cache
Collective, Michael Christie, Amalia Córdova, Galina
Diatchkova, Priscila Faulhaber, Louis Forline, Jennifer
Gauthier, Faye Ginsburg, Alexandra Halkin, Joanna
Hearne, Ruth McElroy, Mario A. Murillo, Sari Pietikäinen,
Juan Francisco Salazar, Laurel Smith, Michelle Stewart,
Pamela Wilson
This book provides knowledge engineers with practical
methods for initiating, designing, building, managing, and
demonstrating successful commercial expert systems. It
is a record of what actually works (and does not work) in
the construction of expert systems, drawn from the
author's decade of experience in building expert systems
in all major areas of application for American, European,
and Japanese organizations. The book features: *
knowledge engineering programming techniques * useful
skills for demonstrating expert systems * practical
costing and metrics * guidelines for using knowledge
representation techniques * solutions to common
difficulties in design and implementation
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